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This document addresses Air Force Fiscal Year 2010 (FY10) force structure, 
realignment, and management actions supported by the FY10 President’s Budget (PB).  
The document provides a summary of the civilian and military personnel changes and 
reassignment of aircraft at Air Force bases for the upcoming fiscal year.  It does not 
include previously approved and announced programmatic actions that have impacts in 
FY10 (2005 Base Closure and Realignment, Air National Guard reset, etc.) nor does it 
include Future Years Defense Program data (i.e. FY11 and beyond).  It specifies the 
force structure changes experienced by the Total Force—active duty, Guard, and 
Reserve.  Final decisions on select proposed actions (as annotated in this narrative) will 
be made only after the appropriate environmental analyses have been completed.  
 
Due to pending basing and/or personnel decisions, the following programmatic actions 
are not reflected in the manpower numbers provided in this product: 
 
• Headquarters Twenty Fourth Air Force (24 AF)  
• Additional B-52 squadron  
• MC-12 Project Liberty  
• Increase in Acquisition Workforce  
• Contractor-to-Civilian conversions  
• Joint Cargo Aircraft (JCA) pending OSD-approval of joint implementation plan 
• Follow-on missions for bases impacted by the Combat Air Force (CAF) restructure  
• Prior year programmatic actions that have FY10 impacts (i.e. 2005 Base 

Realignment and Closure, Air National Guard reset, etc.) 
 
Note1: In reference to Air Force reserve manpower authorizations, ―AGR‖ equates to 
full-time military authorizations.  ―Drill‖ indicates part-time military authorization.  
―Civilian‖ refers to federal civil service authorizations and ―ART‖ refers to dual-status 
civilian Air Reserve Technicians whose incumbents are also required to fill a 
corresponding drill authorization. 
 
Note2: In reference to Air National Guard (ANG) manpower authorizations, "AGR" 
equates to full-time military authorizations.  ―Drill‖ indicates part-time military 
authorizations.  "Civilian" refers to federal civil service (Title V) authorizations.  ―Civilian 
technician‖ refers to dual status civilian technicians authorizations whose incumbents 
are also required to fill a corresponding drill authorization. 
 
Changes to dual-status Air Reserve Technician (ART) numbers are reflected in both 
civilian and Reserve/Guard drill totals. 
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ALABAMA 
 
Birmingham International Airport – The 117th Communications Flight has a decrease 
of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Dannelly Field - The 187th Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill 
positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total 
impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Fort Rucker - The 23rd Flying Training Squadron has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an 
increase of one civilian position. 
 
Maxwell Air Force Base –The base has an increase of seven civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian conversions in 
accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 
59 civilian positions.  Other miscellaneous actions result in an increase of one military 
and a decrease of 11 civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of one military and 
55 civilian positions. 
 
 
ALASKA 
 
Eielson Air Force Base – The 354th Fighter Wing has an increase of 10 civilian 
positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian 
conversions in accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in 
an increase of one civilian position.  Other miscellaneous actions result in an increase of 
five military positions.  Total impact is an increase of five military and 11 civilian 
positions. 
 
Elmendorf Air Force Base - The 3rd Wing has an increase of 19 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 3rd Maintenance Group has an 
increase of 118 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 National 
Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of nine civilian positions.  The 3rd 
Wing decreases 592 military and 37 civilian positions associated with the reduction of 
the F-15s in the restructure plan.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase 
of four military and two civilian positions.  Total impact is a decrease of 470 military and 
seven civilian positions. 
 
The 19th Fighter Squadron loses 24 F-15 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan.  
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ARIZONA 
 
Davis-Monthan Air Force Base - The 355th Fighter Wing has an increase of 24 civilian 
positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian 
conversions in accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in 
an increase of 11 civilian positions.  The 355th Fighter Wing has an increase of 171 
military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 55th 
Electronic Combat Group has an increase of 80 military positions as a result of 
increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 355th Fighter Wing has a decrease of 
91 military associated with the A-10s in the restructure plan.  Other miscellaneous 
actions result in an increase of four military and a decrease of 25 civilian positions.  
Total impact is an increase of 164 military and 10 civilian positions. 
 
The 354th Fighter Squadron loses three A-10 primary aircraft authorizations and the 
358th Fighter Squadron loses three A-10 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan. 
 
A minor administrative action will result in the Air Force Research Laboratory gaining 
one Air Force Reserve military position.  Total impact is an increase of one military 
position. 
 
The 214th Reconnaissance Group has an increase of 217 drill positions to meet 
validated MQ-1 shortfalls.  Total impact is an increase of 217 drill positions 
 
The 214th Reconnaissance Group gains two MQ-1B Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in 
alignment with the Total Force Initiative.  Current Overseas Contingency Operations will 
affect a transfer of ownership from theater. 
 
Luke Air Force Base - The 56th Fighter Wing has an increase of 13 civilian positions 
as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 56th Fighter Wing has a 
decrease of 550 military and five civilian positions associated with the F-16s in the 
restructure plan.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of one military 
position.  Total impact is a decrease of 549 military and an increase of eight civilian 
positions. 
 
The 56th Fighter Wing loses 28 F-16 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of the 
FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan.  
 
Tucson International Airport – The 162nd Fighter Wing has a decrease of 112 drill 
and 75 civilian technician positions due to a reduction of nine F-16 aircraft in the FY08 
President’s Budget whose corresponding manpower was not removed at that time.  The 
162nd Fighter Wing converts 11 drill positions to AGR, due to increased funding for its 
air sovereignty alert mission.  The 162nd Communications Flight has a decrease of 
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three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of 126 drill and 75 civilian technicians and an 
increase of 11 AGR positions.  
 
Phoenix-Sky Harbor International Airport - The 161st Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.   
 
 
ARKANSAS 
 
Fort Smith Regional Airport - The 188th Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Little Rock Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 18 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 19th Airlift Wing has an increase 
of 33 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  Total 
impact is an increase of 33 military and 18 civilian positions. 
 
The 19th Airlift Wing loses 10 C-130E due to scheduled aircraft retirements.  
 
The 189th Communications Flight has a decrease of four drill positions due to 
elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is a 
decrease of four drill positions.   
 
The 189th Airlift Wing is replacing eight C-130E models that are scheduled for 
retirement with eight newer C-130Hs. 
 
 
CALIFORNIA 
 
Beale Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 13 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 9th Reconnaissance Wing has an 
increase of 156 military and an increase of 31 civilian positions as a result of bolstering 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  The 548th Intelligence, 
Surveillance and Reconnaissance Group will see an increase of two civilian positions as 
a result of bolstering Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  The 
13th Intelligence Squadron has an increase of 54 military positions as a result of 
bolstering Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  The 48th 
Intelligence Squadron has an increase of five military positions as a result of bolstering 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  Total impact is an increase 
of 215 military and 46 civilian positions. 
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The 9th Reconnaissance Wing gains 13 RQ-4B Unmanned Aerial Vehicles with 
platforms based to support overseas reconnaissance support to COCOMs and 
Overseas Contingency Operations.   
 
The 13th Reconnaissance Squadron and 50th Intelligence Squadron, classic associate 
units, have an increase of 19 AGRs and 19 drill and decrease of 10 ARTs for 
Distributed Ground Systems 2.  The 13th Reconnaissance Squadron has an increase of 
14 AGRs, 81 drill and 24 ARTs for Global Hawk.  Total impact is an increase of 33 
military, 100 drill and 14 civilian positions. 
 
Channel Islands Air Guard Station – The 146th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Edwards Air Force Base - The Air Force Flight Test Center has a decrease of 10 
military and an increase of 10 civilian positions as a result of other miscellaneous 
actions.  The 95th Air Base Wing has an increase of six military and an increase of 18 
civilian positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 95th Security 
Forces Squadron has an increase of 12 military positions as a result of Combat Air 
Forces restructuring.  The 31st Test and Evaluation Squadron has an increase of one 
civilian position as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 412th 
Maintenance Group has an increase of 25 military and an increase of five civilian 
positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 412th Aircraft Instructor 
Test Squadron has an increase of nine civilian positions as a result of Combat Air 
Forces restructuring.  The 412th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an increase of 
seven military positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 412th 
Logistics Test Squadron has an increase of five military positions as a result of Combat 
Air Forces restructuring.  The 412th Maintenance Squadron has an increase of 95 
civilian positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 412th Test 
Support Squadron has an increase of two civilian positions as a result of Combat Air 
Forces restructuring.  The 445th Flight Test Squadron has an increase of two military 
positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 461st Flight Test 
Squadron has an increase of 25 military positions as a result of Combat Air Forces 
restructuring.  The 53rd Wing has an increase of 152 military and an increase of one 
civilian position as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 771st Test 
Squadron has an increase of three civilian positions as a result of Combat Air Forces 
restructuring.  The 773rd Test Squadron has an increase of three civilian positions as a 
result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 775th Test Squadron has an increase of 
four civilian positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 912th Aircraft 
Maintenance Squadron has an increase of 42 civilian positions as a result of Combat Air 
Forces restructuring.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of one civilian position.  Total 
impact is an increase of 224 military and 194 civilian positions.   
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The 412th Test Wing loses one RQ-4B Unmanned Aerial Vehicle with completion of 
developmental test activity. The 31st Squadron gains one F-35A.   
 
Encino City - The AF Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
Fresno Yosemite International Airport – The 144th Fighter Wing converts five drill 
positions to AGR and has an increase of an additional six AGR personnel due to 
increased funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 144th Communications 
Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  The 144th Medical Group has an increase of one drill 
position due to increased UTC requirements.  Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR 
and a decrease of seven drill positions.  
 
Los Angeles Air Force Base - The base has an increase of three civilian positions as 
a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The Acquisitions Office has an 
increase of five civilian positions as a result of improved emphasis on Acquisitions 
Excellence.  The Space and Missile Systems Center has an increase of 15 military and 
an increase of two civilian positions as a result of other miscellaneous actions.  Contract 
to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act 
resulted in an increase of 12 civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of 15 military 
and 22 civilian positions.     
 
March Joint Air Reserve Base - The base has an increase of two civilian positions as 
a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of two 
civilian positions. 
 
The 452nd Air Mobility Wing has an increase of 15 drill positions and one ART position 
as a result of the Airlift Control Flight restructure, has a decrease of seven drill and 
seven ARTs due to a C-17 crew ratio reduction and an increase of one civilian due to 
Air Traffic Control Automation.  Total impact is an increase of eight drill positions and a 
decrease of five ART positions. 
 
The 163rd Reconnaissance Wing has an increase of four drill and 26 civilian technician 
positions to meet validated MQ-1 shortfalls.  The 163rd Communications Flight has a 
decrease of four drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 26 civilian technician 
positions. 
 
The 163rd Reconnaissance Wing gains four MQ-1B Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in 
alignment with the Total Force Initiative.  Current Overseas Contingency Operations will 
affect a transfer of ownership from theater. 
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Moffett Field - The 129th Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions 
due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is 
a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Presidio of Monterey - The 311th Training Squadron has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an 
increase of one civilian position. 
 
Sacramento - The AF Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
Travis Air Force Base - The 60th Air Mobility Wing has an increase of seven military 
positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 60th Air 
Mobility Wing has an increase of 12 civilian positions as a result of increasing support to 
unit commanders.  The 60th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an increase of 38 
military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 60th 
Maintenance Squadron has an increase of eight military positions as a result of 
increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 660th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron 
has an increase of 18 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  The 860th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an increase of five military 
positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  Total impact is an 
increase of 76 military and 12 civilian positions. 
 
The 349th Air Mobility Wing has an increase of 11 drill positions and one ART as a 
result of the Airlift Control Flight restructure, an increase of 54 drill positions in aircraft 
maintenance resulting from a new manpower standard and a decrease of 21 drill 
positions due to a C-17 crew ratio reduction.  Total impact is an increase of 44 drill 
positions and one ART position.  
 
The 60th Airlift Wing will temporarily gain 1 C-17 as part of their Backup Aircraft 
Inventory (BAI).  Additional C-17 reflects temporary basing of aircraft received in the 
FY08 Supplemental Appropriation.  A final basing location is yet to be determined. 
 
Vandenberg Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 13 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 498th Nuclear Systems Wing, 
Detachment 1 has an increase of one military and an increase of three civilian positions 
as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 576th Flight Test 
Squadron has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of one civilian position.  
Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of 24 civilian positions.  Total 
impact is an increase of 2 military and 41 civilian positions. 
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COLORADO 
 
Buckley Air Force Base – The base has an increase of six civilian positions as a result 
of increasing support to unit commanders.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an 
increase of two military positions.  Total impact is an increase of two military and six 
civilian positions. 
 
The 8th Space Warning Squadron has an increase of two drill positions as a result of 
workforce reshaping.  Total impact is an increase of two drill positions.  
 
The 140th Wing converts five drill positions to AGR and an increase of an additional six 
AGR personnel due to increased funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 140th 
Medical Group has an increase of one drill position due to increased UTC requirements.  
The 140th Communications Flight has a decrease of four drill positions due to 
elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is an 
increase of 11 AGR and a decrease of eight drill positions.  
 
Colorado Springs - The AF Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position 
as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of 
one civilian position. 
 
Denver – The Air Reserve Personnel Center has a decrease of three AGRs and 26 
civilians as a result of workforce reshaping.  Total impact is a decrease of three AGRs 
military and 26 civilians.  
 
Fort Carson - The 13th Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one 
civilian position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 13th Air Support 
Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing 
support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of two civilian positions. 
 
Peterson Air Force Base – The base has an increase of 16 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The Headquarters Air Force Space 
Command has an increase of 25 military positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 
2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 38 civilian positions.  
The Headquarters Air Force Space Command has an increase of 96 military positions 
as a result of new and emerging missions in Cyberspace.  The Headquarters Air Force 
Space Command has an increase of eight military and an increase of five civilian 
positions as a result of other miscellaneous actions.  The National Security Space 
Institute has an increase of 10 military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  Total impact is an increase of 139 military and 59 civilian positions. 
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The 302nd Airlift Wing has a decrease of 12 drill and two ARTs as a result of the Airlift 
Control Flight restructure.  Total impact is a decrease of 12 drill and two ARTs positions.  
 
Pueblo - The 1st Flight Training Squadron has an increase of one civilian position as a 
result of the United States Air Force Academy powered flight program.  Total impact is 
an increase of one civilian position. 
 
Schriever Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 12 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of 12 
civilian positions. 
 
Detachment 8, 8th Space Warning Squadron has an increase of one AGR and one ART 
as a result of workforce reshaping.  Total impact is an increase of one AGR and one 
ART position. 
 
United States Air Force Academy - The 306th Operations Support Squadron has an 
increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  
The United States Air Force Academy increased 16 military and 55 civilians as a result 
of enhancing cadet programs such as diversity and character development.  The United 
States Air Force Academy has an additional seven military and two civilian positions as 
a result of other miscellaneous actions.  Total impact is an increase of 23 military and 
58 civilian positions. 
 
 
CONNECTICUT 
 
Bradley International Airport - The 103rd Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
 
DELAWARE 
 
Dover Air Force Base - The 436th Airlift Wing has an increase of 11 civilian positions 
as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 436th Airlift Wing has an 
increase of six military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  The 436th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an increase of 53 military 
positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 436th 
Maintenance Squadron has an increase of seven military positions as a result of 
increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 736th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron 
has an increase of six military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  Total impact is an increase of 72 military and 11 civilian positions. 
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The 436th Airlift Wing assigned C-5Bs are undergoing modernization under the C-5 
Reliability Enhancement and Re-engining Program (RERP).  This program replaces 70+ 
items, to include the engines, on the C-5B.  Aircraft that are modified under this program 
are re-designated as C-5Ms.  The 4th C-5B will finish conversion to a C-5M in FY10. 
 
The 512th Airlift Wing has an increase of 13 drill positions and one ART as a result of 
the Airlift Control Flight restructure, an increase of 54 drill positions in aircraft 
maintenance and a decrease of 21 drill positions due to a C-17 crew ratio reduction.  
Total impact is an increase of one ART and 46 drill positions. 
 
The 436th Airlift Wing will temporarily gain 1 C-17 as part of their Backup Aircraft 
Inventory (BAI). Additional C-17 reflects temporary basing of aircraft received in the 
FY08 Supplemental Appropriation.  A final basing location is yet to be determined. 
 
New Castle County Airport - The 166th Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions. 
 
 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 
 
Joint Base Andrews-Naval Air Facility Washington (D.C. ANG impacts only) - The 
113th Wing converts five drill to AGR and increase an additional six AGR personnel due 
to increased funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 113th Communications 
Flight a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact to the D.C ANG is an increase of 11 AGR 
and a decrease of 8 drill positions.  
 
Bolling Air Force Base - Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 58 civilian positions.  
Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of 11 military and a decrease of 
three civilian positions.  Total impact is a decrease of 11 military and an increase of 55 
civilian positions. 
 
Washington DC City – Miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of five civilian 
positions.  Total impact is an increase of five civilian positions. 
 
 
FLORIDA 
 
Cape Canaveral - The base has an increase of two civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of two civilian 
positions. 
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Duke Field - The 919th Special Operations Wing loses four MC-130Es due to 
scheduled retirements. 
 
Eglin Air Force Base - The base has an increase of nine civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance 
with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 200 civilian 
positions.  The 33rd Fighter Wing has an increase of 11 civilian positions as a result of 
Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 53rd Wing has an increase of 4 military and an 
increase of 28 civilian positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 
96th Air Base Wing has an increase of 16 military and an increase of 32 civilian 
positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 96th Security Forces 
Squadron has an increase of 26 military positions as a result of Combat Air Forces 
restructuring.  The Air Armament Center has an increase of two military and one civilian 
position as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The base has an increase of 74 
military positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The Air Armament 
Center program management offices have an increase of five civilian positions as a 
result of improved emphasis on Acquisitions Excellence.  Other miscellaneous actions 
resulted in an increase of one military and 16 civilian positions.  Total impact is an 
increase of 123 military and 302 civilian positions. 
 
The 58th Fighter Squadron loses 18 F-15 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
past programming action.  The 85th Test and Evaluations Squadron loses two F-15 
primary aircraft authorizations as a result of the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan.  
The 33rd Fighter Wing gains six F-35 primary aircraft authorizations. 
 
Detachment 4, 307th Fighter Squadron has a decrease of three AGRs, three drill 
positions and one ART as a result of the end of Regular Air Force F-15 operations.  
Total impact is a decrease of three AGR, three drill positions and one ART position.  
 
Homestead Air Reserve Base – The 482nd Fighter Wing has an increase of one 
civilian due to Air Traffic Control Automation.  Total impact is an increase of one civilian 
position.  
 
Hurlburt Field - The base has an increase of 11 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance 
with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 39 civilian 
positions.  The 11th Intelligence Squadron has an increase of 53 military positions and 
13 civilian positions as a result of enhancing Special Operations forces.  The 319th 
Special Operations Squadron has an increase of 278 military positions as a result of 
enhancing Special Operations forces.  The 1st Special Operations Wing has an 
increase of five civilian positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 623rd 
Air Operations Center has an increase of 24 military and an increase of seven civilian 
positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 720th Special Tactics Group 
has an increase of 80 military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  Other 
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miscellaneous actions result in an increase of four civilian positions.  Total impact is an 
increase of 435 military and 79 civilian positions.  
 
The 16th Special Operations Squadron is transferring to Cannon AFB during FY09-10. 
Hurlburt Field is drawing down from eight AC-130H gunships at the start of FY09, to 
zero AC-130H by the end of FY10. 
 
Jacksonville International Airport - The 125th Fighter Wing converts 11 drill positions 
to AGR, due to increased funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 125th Fighter 
Wing has a decrease of two AGR and seven drill positions due to unnecessary 
requirements for backup inventory aircraft.  The 125th Medical Group has an increase 
of one drill position due to increased UTC requirements.  The 125th Communications 
Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of nine AGR and a decrease of 
20 drill positions.  
 
The 159th Fighter Squadron will gain three F-15 primary aircraft authorizations as a 
result of the 2005 Base Realignment and Closures Commission. 
 
MacDill Air Force Base - The base has an increase of eight civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 6th Air Mobility Wing has an 
increase of one military position as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  The 6th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an increase of two military 
positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 6th 
Maintenance Squadron has an increase of six military positions as a result of increasing 
manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 6th Maintenance Operations Squadron has an 
increase of one military position as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  Total impact is an increase of 10 military and eight civilian positions. 
 
Melbourne - The AF Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
Naval Air Station Pensacola - The 479th Flight Training Squadron has an increase of 
three civilian positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total 
impact is an increase of three civilian positions. 
 
Pensacola NAS will gain 21 T-1As in support of BRAC directed Combat Systems 
Operator course at Pensacola NAS. 
 
Patrick Air Force Base - The 45th Space Wing has an increase of six civilian positions 
as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Other miscellaneous actions 
resulted in a decrease of five military positions.  Total impact is decrease of five military 
and an increase of six civilian positions. 
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The 920th Rescue Wing has an increase of eight AGR Guardian Angel positions.  Total 
impact is an increase of eight AGR positions.  
 
Saint Augustine - The Florida ANG Headquarters has an increase of four AGR 
positions for an additional Weapons of Mass Destruction - Civil Support Team (WMD-
CST).  Total impact is an increase of four AGR positions.  
 
Tyndall Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 11 civilian positions as a result 
of increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian conversions in 
accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 
54 civilian positions.  The 325th Fighter Wing has a decrease of 590 military and four 
civilian positions associated with reduction of F-15s as part of the restructure plan.  
Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of two military and an increase of 
one civilian position.  Total impact is a decrease of 588 military and an increase of 62 
civilian positions. 
 
The 325th Fighter Wing loses 48 F-15 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of the 
FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan. 
 
 
GEORGIA 
 
Dobbins Air Reserve Base – The 94th Airlift Wing has a decrease of 12 AGRs and two 
ARTs as a result of the Airlift Control Flight restructure and has an increase of one 
civilian due to Air Traffic Control Automation.  Total impact is a decrease of 12 AGR and 
two ARTs and an increase of one civilian position.  
 
Fort Benning - The 15th Air Support Operations Squadron, Operating Location B, has 
an increase of one civilian position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 17th 
Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian position as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of two civilian 
positions. 
 
Fort Stewart - The 15th Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one 
civilian position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 15th Air Support 
Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing 
support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of two civilian positions. 
 
Glynco - Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 National Defense 
Authorization Act resulted in an increase of one civilian position.  Total impact is an 
increase of one civilian position. 
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Moody Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 22 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 23rd Fighter Wing has an increase of 167 
military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 23rd 
Fighter Wing has a decrease of 104 military positions associated with the reduction A-
10s as part of the restructure Plan.  Total impact is an increase of 63 military and 22 
civilian positions. 
 
The 476th Fighter Group gains 30 ARTs and 3 civilians for aircraft maintenance related 
to the A-10 Total Force Integration. 
 
The 74th Fighter Squadron loses three A-10 primary aircraft authorizations, and the 
75th Fighter Squadron loses three A-10 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of the 
FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan.    
 
Robins Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 14 civilian positions as a result 
of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 78th Air Base Wing has an increase of 
one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 
330th Aircraft Sustainment Wing has an increase of 25 civilian positions for program 
management functions.  The 402nd Maintenance Wing has a decrease of 123 military 
and a decrease of two civilian positions as a result of inactivation of the 653rd Combat 
Logistics Support Squadron.  The 542nd Combat Sustainment Wing has an increase of 
35 civilian positions as a result of depot actions.  The 638th Supply Chain Management 
Group has an increase of 15 civilian positions as a result of depot actions.  The Warner 
Robins Air Logistics Center has an increase of two civilian positions as a result of depot 
actions.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of one military and 10 
civilian positions.  Total impact is a decrease of 121 military and an increase of 99 
civilian positions. 
 
Headquarters Air Force Reserve Command has an increase of 11 AGRs, one ART, and 
three civilians as a result of workforce reshaping.  Total impact is an increase of 11 
AGRs, one ART, and three civilian positions.  
 
The 116th Medical Group has an increase of one drill position due to increased UTC 
requirements.  The 116th Communications Squadron has a decrease of three drill 
positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total 
impact is a loss of two drill positions.  
 
Savannah-Hilton Head International Airport – The 165th Communications Flight has 
a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a loss of three drill positions. 
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GUAM 
 
Joint Region Marianas – The base has an increase of six civilian positions as a result 
of increasing support to unit commanders.  Joint Basing actions resulted in a transfer of 
321 civilian positions to the Navy.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase 
of 16 military positions.  Total impact to the Air Force population is an increase of 20 
military and a decrease of 315 civilians. 
 
 
 
HAWAII 
 
Hickam Air Force Base - The base has an increase of eight civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian conversions in 
accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 
15 civilian positions.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of three 
military and an increase of six civilian positions.  Total impact is a decrease of three 
military and an increase of 29 civilian positions. 
 
The 624th Regional Support Group has an increase of five drill positions and four ART 
for proper support of subordinate units.  Total impact is an increase of five drill and four 
ART positions.  
 
The 154th Wing converts 10 drill positions to AGR and has an increase of an additional 
six AGR personnel due to increased funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 
154th Medical Group has an increase of one drill position due to increased UTC 
requirements.  The 154th Communications Flight has a decrease of four drill positions 
due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is 
an increase of 16 AGR and decrease of 13 drill positions.  
 
The 199th Fighter Squadron loses 15 F-15 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan  
 
 
IDAHO 
 
Boise Air Terminal – The 124th Operations Support Flight converts two drill positions 
to AGR, has an increase of one additional AGR, and decreases two civilian technician 
positions to support ANG Aerospace Intelligence Systems (AAIS) activities.  The 124th 
Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-
UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of three 
AGR and a decrease of five drill and two civilian technician positions. 
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Mountain Home Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 13 civilian positions as 
a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 366th Fighter Wing has an 
increase of 15 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of one military and 
one civilian position.  Total impact is an increase of 14 military and 12 civilian positions. 
 
The 390th Fighter Squadron loses 18 F-15 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the 2005 Base Realignment and Closures Commission. 
 
 
 
ILLINOIS 
 
Capital Airport – The 183rd Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill 
positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total 
impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Naval Station Great Lakes – Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of 
one military position.  Total impact is an increase of one military position. 
 
Peoria International Airport – The 182nd Medical Group has an increase of one drill 
position due to increased UTC requirements.  The 182nd Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a loss of two drill positions.  
 
Scott Air Force Base - The base has an increase of six civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 635th Supply Chain Management Group 
has an increase of one military and an increase of one civilian position as a result of 
robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The Air Force Global Logistics Support 
Center has an increase of two civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  The Headquarters Air Mobility Command has an increase of 13 
military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Contract to 
civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act 
resulted in an increase of 63 civilian positions.  The 375th Aeromedical Evacuation 
Squadron has an increase of 81 military positions due to mission transfer.  The Air 
Force Communication Center has an increase of 106 military and 9 civilian positions as 
a result of new and emerging missions in Cyberspace.  Other miscellaneous actions 
resulted in a decrease of 11 military and a decrease of 26 civilian positions.  Total 
impact is an increase of 190 military and an increase of 55 civilian positions. 
 
The 126th Communications Flight has a decrease of four drill positions due to 
elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is a 
decrease of four drill positions. 
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INDIANA 
 
Fort Wayne International Airport – The 122nd Fighter Wing has an increase of 47 
AGR and a decrease of 118 drill positions and 10 civilian technician positions due to 
transfer of flying mission from F-16s to A-10s.  The 122nd Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 47 AGR, and a decrease of 
121 drill positions and 10 civilian technicians. 
 
The 163rd Fighter Squadron loses 18 F-16 primary aircraft authorizations and gains 18 
A-10 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure 
Plan. 
 
Grissom Air Reserve Base– The 434th Air Refueling Wing has an increase of one 
civilian due to Air Traffic Control Automation.  Total impact is an increase of one civilian 
position. 
 
Terre Haute International Airport – The 181st Communications Flight has a decrease 
of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions. 
 
 
IOWA 
 
Des Moines International Airport – The 132nd Communications Flight has a decrease 
of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Sioux Gateway Airport - The 185th Communications Flight has a decrease of three 
drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  
Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
 
KANSAS 
 
Forbes Field - The 190th Medical Group has an increase of one drill position due to 
increased UTC requirements.  The 190th Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill positions.  
 
Fort Riley - The 10th Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 10th Air Support Operations 
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Squadron has an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing support to 
unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of two civilian positions. 
 
McConnell Air Force Base - The 22nd Air Refueling Wing has an increase of nine 
civilian positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 22nd Air 
Refueling Wing has an increase of 12 military positions as a result of increasing 
manning for aircraft maintenance.  Total impact is an increase of 12 military and nine 
civilian positions. 
 
The 299th Network Operations Security Squadron has a decrease of seven drill 
positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  The 
184th Communications Flight has a decrease of four drill positions due to elimination of 
non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of 11 
drill positions. 
 
 
KENTUCKY 
 
Fort Campbell - The 19th Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one 
civilian position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 19th Air Support 
Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing 
support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase two civilian positions. 
 
Fort Knox - The 10th Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
Louisville International Airport – The 123rd Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions. 
 
 
LOUISIANA 
 
Barksdale Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 15 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian conversions in 
accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 
13 civilian positions.  The stand up of Headquarters Air Force Global Strike Command 
results in an increase of approximately 748 military and 145 civilian positions.  Total 
impact is an increase of approximately 748 military and 173 civilian positions. 
 
Lastly, a final basing decision is pending for the Air Force’s Weapons Storage Area with 
a projected increase of 485 military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise. 
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The 2nd Bomb Wing loses 10 B-52Hs as part of the B-52 force restructure.  The 47th 
Fighter Squadron loses three A-10 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of the 
FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan. 
 
Clinton Township - The AF Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position 
as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of 
one civilian position.  
 
Fort Polk - The 20th Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base - New Orleans – The 159th Fighter Wing 
converts five drill to AGR and with an additional six AGR personnel due to increased 
funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 159th Fighter Wing has a decrease of 
one AGR, nine drill, and two civilian technician positions due to unnecessary 
requirements for backup inventory aircraft.  The 159th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 10 AGR and a decrease of 
17 drill and two civilian technician positions. 
 
 
MAINE 
 
Bangor International Airport – The 101st Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions. 
 
 
MARYLAND 
 
Joint Base Andrews-Naval Air Facility Washington – The base has an increase of 
15 civilian positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Joint Basing 
actions resulted in an increase of 79 civilian positions and transfer of 15 civilian 
positions from the Navy.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 16 civilian positions.  
Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of eight civilian positions.  Total 
impact to the Air Force population is an increase of 133 civilian positions. 
 
Fort Meade – Miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of 17 civilian positions.  
Total impact is an increase of 17 civilian positions. 
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Fort Detrick – Miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of six military and four 
civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of six military and four civilian positions.   
 
Martin State Airport - The 175th Communications Squadron has a decrease of three 
drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  
Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Oxon Hill - The Air Force Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position as 
a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
 
MASSACHUSETTS 
 
Barnes Municipal Airport – The 104th Fighter Wing converts five drill positions to AGR 
and has an increase of an additional 6 AGR personnel due to increased funding for its 
air sovereignty alert mission.  The 104th Communications Flight has a decrease of three 
drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  
Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR and a decrease of eight drill positions.  
 
Hanscom Air Force Base - The base has an increase of one civilian position as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 66th Mission Support Group has 
an increase of 14 military positions as a result of bolstering Intelligence, Surveillance, 
and Reconnaissance capabilities.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with 
the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 33 civilian 
positions.  The Electronic Systems Center program management offices have an 
increase of 5 civilian positions as a result of improved emphasis on Acquisitions 
Excellence.  Other miscellaneous actions result in a decrease of 3 military and an 
increase of 15 civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of 11 military and 54 
civilian positions. 
 
Otis Air National Guard Base – The 102nd Medical Group has an increase of one drill 
position due to increased UTC requirements.  Total impact is an increase of one drill 
position. 
 
Westover Air Reserve Base – The 439th Airlift Wing has a decrease of 13 AGR and 
has an increase of 13 civilians as a result of regionalizing C-5 isochronal inspections. 
 
 
MICHIGAN 
 
W.K. Kellogg Regional Airport – The 110th Fighter Wing has an increase of 21 AGR, 
197 drill, and 28 civilian technician positions to establish a C-27 bridge mission to 
replace departing A-10 aircraft.  The 110th Communications Flight has a decrease of 
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three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 21 AGR, 194 drill, and 28 civilian technician 
positions. 
 
Selfridge Air National Guard Base – The 127th Communications Squadron has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
The 107th Fighter Squadron gains six A-10 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the 2005 Base Realignment and Closures Commission. 
 
 
MINNESOTA 
 
Duluth International Airport - The 148th Fighter Wing converts five drill positions to 
AGR and has an increase of an additional six AGR personnel due to increased funding 
for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 148th Communications Flight has a decrease 
of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR and a decrease of eight drill 
positions.  
 
Minneapolis-St Paul International Airport – The 133rd Medical Group has an 
increase of one drill position due to increased UTC requirements.  The 133rd 
Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-
UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill 
positions. 
 
 
MISSISSIPPI 
 
Columbus Air Force Base - The 14th Flying Training Wing has an increase of nine 
civilian positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is 
an increase of nine civilian positions. 
 
The 14th Wing loses seven T-1s for modifications and eventual move to support the 
BRAC directed Combat Systems Operator course at Pensacola NAS.  In addition, the 
14th Wing loses 10 T-6s for adjustments to the production/delivery schedule. 
 
Jackson-Evers International Airport – The 172nd Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Keesler Air Force Base - The 81st Training Wing has an increase of 14 civilian 
positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 19th Operations 
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Group has an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing support to unit 
commanders.  The 85th Engineering Installation Squadron has an increase of one 
civilian position as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The Aeromedical 
Staging Flight has a decrease of 31 military positions due to mission transfer.  Current 
Cyber training will be expanded in FY10 for increased student throughput using existing 
instructors.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of one civilian position.  
Total impact is a decrease of 31 military and an increase of 15 civilian positions. 
 
Key Field – The 186th Communications Flight has a decrease of two drill positions due 
to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is a 
decrease of two drill positions. 
 
 
MISSOURI 
 
Lambert-St. Louis International Airport – The 131st Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Rosecrans Memorial Airport – The 139th Medical Group has an increase of one drill 
position due to increased UTC requirements.  The 139th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill positions.  
 
The 139th Airlift Wing is transitioning from C-130H2 aircraft to C-130H2.5 aircraft.  This 
unit will temporarily decrease to eight aircraft during the transition. 
 
Whiteman Air Force Base - The 509th Bomb Wing has an increase of 10 civilian 
positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 509th Bomb Wing 
has an increase of 227 military and an increase of two civilian positions as a result of 
robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 498th Munitions Maintenance Group 
has an increase of seven military and an increase of five civilian positions as a result of 
robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a 
decrease of one civilian position.  Total impact is an increase of 234 military and 16 
civilian positions. 
 
The 442nd Fighter Wing has a decrease of 90 drill and 11 ARTs resulting from a 
reduction three A-10 aircraft.  Total impact is a decrease of 90 drill and 11 ART 
positions.  
 
The 303rd Fighter Squadron loses three A-10 primary aircraft authorizations as a result 
of the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan. 
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MONTANA 
 
Great Falls International Airport - The 120th Communications Flight has a decrease 
of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Malmstrom Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 13 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 10th Missile Squadron has an 
increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 341st Operations Support Squadron has an increase of three military 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 341st Missile 
Wing has an increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  The 341st Maintenance Group has an increase of one military 
position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 341st Missile 
Squadron has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  The 341st Maintenance Operations Squadron has an increase of 
six military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 
341st Missile Maintenance Squadron has an increase of 17 military positions as a result 
of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 12th Missile Squadron has an 
increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 16th Munitions Squadron has an increase of 16 military and an 
increase of four civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 341st Operations Group has an increase of one military position as a 
result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 341st Security Support 
Squadron has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  The 341st Security Forces Group has an increase of 48 military 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 341st Security 
Forces Squadron has an increase of 50 military positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 40th Helicopter Squadron has an increase of two 
military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 490th 
Missile Squadron has an increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the 
Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 741st Missile Squadron has an increase of one 
military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 526th 
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Systems Group has an increase of one military position 
as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Total impact is an increase 
of 156 military and 17 civilian positions. 
 
 
NEBRASKA 
 
Lincoln Airport – The 155th Medical Group has an increase of one drill position due to 
increased UTC requirements.  The 155th Communications Flight has a decrease of two 
drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  
Total impact is a decrease of one drill position.  
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Offutt Air Force Base - Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 20 civilian positions.  The 
55th Wing has an increase of 16 civilian positions as a result of increasing support to 
unit commanders.  The 97th Intelligence Squadron has an increase of 50 military 
positions as a result of bolstering Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 
capabilities.  The Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center has an increase of two military 
and one civilian position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 
Combat Targeting and Intelligence Group has an increase of one civilian position as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The Air Force Recruiting Service has 
an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing support to unit 
commanders.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of two military and 
12 civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of 50 military and 27 civilian positions. 
 
 
NEVADA 
 
Creech Air Force Base - The 432nd Wing has an increase of eight civilian positions as 
a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of eight 
civilian positions. 
 
The 432nd Reconnaissance Wing gains three MQ-9s. 
 
The 232nd Operations Squadron has a decrease of one civilian technician position to 
use as MQ-1 validated shortfalls at other installations.  Total impact is a decrease of 
one civilian technician.  
 
Reno-Tahoe International Airport – The 152nd Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Nellis Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 19 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 53rd Wing has an increase of three 
military and an increase of eight civilian positions as a result of Combat Air Forces 
restructuring.  The 57th Wing has an increase of 354 military positions as a result of 
increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 6th Combat Training Squadron has 
an increase of 10 civilian positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 57th 
Wing has a decrease of 84 military positions as a result of Combat Air Forces 
restructuring.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 National 
Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of four civilian positions.  Other 
miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of six military and an increase of 21 
civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of 267 military and 62 civilians. 
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The 65th Aggressors Squadron will gain 12 F-15 primary aircraft authorizations, and the 
57th Fighter Wing loses four F-15 primary aircraft authorizations and gains two F-16 
primary aircraft authorizations.  
 
 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
 
Pease Air National Guard Base – Increasing support to unit commanders resulted in 
an increase of one civilian position.  Total impact is an increase of one civilian position. 
 
The 157th Communications Flight has a decrease of two drill positions due to 
elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is a 
decrease of two drill positions. 
 
 
NEW JERSEY 
 
Atlantic City International Airport – The 177th Fighter Wing converts five drill 
positions to AGR and has an increase of an additional six AGR personnel due to 
increased funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 177th Communications 
Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR and a decrease of 8 
drill positions.   
 
Burlington City - The AF Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position as 
a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
Joint Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst - The base has an increase of 13 civilian positions 
as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 87th Air Base Wing has an 
increase of three military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  The 305th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an increase of one military 
position as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 305th 
Maintenance Squadron has an increase of eight military positions as a result of 
increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 605th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron 
has an increase of 18 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  Joint Basing actions resulted in an increase of 94 civilian positions and 
transfer of 626 civilian positions from the Army and Navy.  Contract to civilian 
conversions in accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in 
an increase of 14 civilian positions.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase 
of two military positions.  Total impact to the Air Force population is an increase of 60 
military and 758 civilian positions. 
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The 514th Air Mobility Wing has an increase of 10 drill positions as a result of the Airlift 
Control Flight restructure and a decrease of 21 drill positions due to a C-17 crew ratio 
reduction and 53 drill positions in aircraft maintenance.  Total impact is a decrease of 64 
drill positions.  
 
The 227th Special Operations Flight has an increase of 23 AGR, six drill, and six civilian 
technician positions due to establishment of a military maintenance capability in lieu of 
contract field support.  The 108th Communications Flight has a decrease of four drill 
positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total 
impact is an increase of 23 AGR, two drill and six civilian technician positions. 
 
The 305th Airlift Wing will temporarily gain 1 C-17 as part of their Backup Aircraft 
Inventory (BAI).  Additional C-17 reflects temporary basing of aircraft received in the 
FY08 Supplemental Appropriation.  A final basing location is yet to be determined. 
 
 
NEW MEXICO 
 
Cannon Air Force Base - The 27th Special Operations Wing has an increase of 73 
military positions as a result of enhancing Special Operations forces.  The 27th Special 
Operations Wing has an increase of four civilian positions as a result of increasing 
support to unit commanders.  The 3rd Special Operations Squadron has an increase of 
71 military positions as a result of enhancing Special Operations forces.  Total impact is 
an increase of 144 military and 4 civilian positions. 
 
The 20th Special Operations Squadron will stand up and receive its first four CV-22s in 
FY10.  The 73rd Special Operations Squadron will receive its last MC-130W aircraft in 
FY10. 
 
The 16th Special Operations Squadron transferred from Hurlburt Field. The squadron 
will receive its last two AC-130H aircraft in FY10. 
 
Holloman Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 12 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 49th Fighter Wing has an 
increase of 112 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of 16 civilian 
positions.  Total impact is an increase of 112 military and 28 civilians. 
 
Detachment 1 of the 432nd Reconnaissance Wing gains two MQ-1 Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicles as a part of an Air Force initiative to stand up an additional Formal Training 
Unit for MQ-1 and MQ-9 combat operators.  The Detachment 1, 432nd Reconnaissance 
Wing also gains six MQ-9s.  The 8th Fighter Squadron gains five F-22 primary aircraft 
authorizations and the 9th Fighter Squadron gains 14 F-22 primary aircraft 
authorizations. 
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The 301st Fighter Group has an increase of 83 drill and 20 ARTs and 16 civilians as the 
F-22 classic associate unit expands.  Total impact is an increase of 83 drill, 20 ART, 
and 16 civilian positions.  
 
Due to a planned ANG association of F-22s at Holloman AFB that did not materialize, 
Holloman AFB has a decrease of 39 drill and 39 civilian technician positions.  Total 
impact is a decrease of 39 drill and 39 civilian technician positions. 
 
Kirtland Air Force Base - The base has an increase of nine civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 377th Air Base Wing has an 
increase of five military and an increase of two civilian positions as a result of robusting 
the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 377th Mission Support Squadron has an 
increase of three civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 377th Security Forces Squadron has an increase of 134 military 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 498th 
Munitions Maintenance Group has an increase of two civilian positions as a result of 
robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 498th Nuclear Systems Group has an 
increase of one military and an increase of two civilian positions as a result of robusting 
the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 498th Nuclear Systems Wing has an increase 
of six military and an increase of 11 civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 708th Nuclear Sustainment Squadron has an increase 
of one military and an increase of 13 civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 709th Nuclear Systems Squadron has an increase of 
four military and an increase of 14 civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 710th Nuclear Systems Squadron has an increase of 
10 military and an increase of nine civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 898th Munitions Squadron has an increase of three 
military and an increase of two civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  The AF Nuclear Weapons Center has an increase of 33 military 
and an increase of 85 civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The Air Force Inspection Agency has an increase of 46 military and an 
increase of 19 civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The Air Force Nuclear Weapons Center has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Contract to civilian 
conversions in accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in 
an increase of nine civilian positions.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an 
increase of six civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of 243 military and 187 
civilian positions. 
 
The 150th Communications Flight, 150th Fighter Wing has a decrease of 3 drill 
positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total 
impact is a decrease of 3 drill positions. 
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The 188th Fighter Squadron loses 18 F-16 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan. 
 
The 71st Special Operations Squadron will receive its fifth CV-22 during FY10. 
 
 
NEW YORK 
 
Fort Drum - The 20th Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 20th Air Support Operations 
Squadron has an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing support to 
unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of two civilian positions. 
 
Francis S. Gabreski Airport – The 106th Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Niagara Falls International Airport – The 107th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of four drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of four drill positions.  
 
Schenectady County Airport – The New York ANG Headquarters has an increase of 
four AGR positions for an additional Weapons of Mass Destruction - Civil Support Team 
(WMD-CST).  The 109th Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions 
due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is 
an increase of four AGR and decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Stewart International Airport – The 105th Medical Group has an increase of one drill 
position due to increased UTC requirements.  The 105th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill positions.  
 
Syracuse/Hancock International Airport – The AF Recruiting Service has an increase 
of one civilian position as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total 
impact is an increase of one civilian position.  
 
The 174th Fighter Wing has an increase of eight AGR, 21 drill, and 47 civilian technician 
positions to meet increased requirements for its MQ-9 mission.  The 174th 
Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-
UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of eight 
AGR, 18 drill and 47 civilian technician positions.  
 
The 174th Fighter Wing gains five MQ-9 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles as a part of bed 
down in alignment with the Total Force Initiative.  Current Overseas Contingency 
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Operations will affect a transfer of ownership from theater.  The 138th Fighter Squadron 
loses nine F-16 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of the 2005 Base Realignment 
and Closure Commission. 
 
 
NORTH CAROLINA 
 
Charlotte-Douglas International Airport – The 145th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Pope Air Force Base - The base has an increase of five civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 18th Air Support Operations Group has an 
increase of two civilian positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  43rd 
Aeromedical Evacuation Squadron has an increase of 80 military positions due to 
mission transfer.  Total impact is an increase of 80 military and seven civilian positions.  
 
Seymour Johnson Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 14 civilian positions 
as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 4th Fighter Wing has an 
increase of 145 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of one military 
position.  Total impact is an increase of 144 military and 14 civilian positions. 
 
 
NORTH DAKOTA 
 
Grand Forks Air Force Base - The 319th Air Refueling Wing has an increase of seven 
civilian positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is 
an increase of seven civilian positions. 
 
Gains one RQ-4B Unmanned Aerial Vehicle to begin bed down of UAV mission (unit 
designation to be determined). 
 
Hector International Airport – The 119th Wing has an increase of three drill and 13 
civilian technician positions to meet validated MQ-1 shortfalls.  The 119th 
Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-
UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 13 civilian 
technician positions. 
 
The 119th Reconnaissance Wing gains six MQ-1B Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in 
alignment with the Total Force Initiative.  Current Overseas Contingency Operations will 
affect a transfer of ownership from theater. 
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Minot Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 19 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 498th Nuclear Systems Wing, operating 
location AA has an increase of six military and an increase of five civilian positions as a 
result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 498th Nuclear Systems 
Wing, operating location AE has an increase of five military and an increase of five 
civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 526th 
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Systems Group has an increase of one military position 
as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 54th Helicopter 
Squadron has an increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 5th Bomb Wing has an increase of 25 military positions 
as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 740th Missile Squadron 
has an increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 741st Missile Squadron has an increase of two military positions as a 
result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 742nd Missile Squadron has 
an increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 791st Missile Squadron has an increase of one military position as a 
result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 91st Maintenance Group has 
an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 91st Missile Maintenance Squadron has an increase of one military 
position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 91st Missile 
Squadron has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  The 91st Missile Wing has an increase of two military positions as 
a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 91st Maintenance 
Operations Squadron has an increase of six military positions as a result of robusting 
the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 91st Operations Support Squadron has an 
increase of three military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 91st Operations Group has an increase of one military position as a 
result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 91st Security Support 
Squadron has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of one military 
and one civilian position.  Total impact is an increase of 61 military and 28 civilian 
positions. 
 
As a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise, the 5th Bomb Wing gains 10 
B-52Hs as part of B-52 force restructure.   
 
Pending an environmental assessment and final decision for a fourth B-52 Squadron, 
the base has a projected increase of 453 military positions. 
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OHIO 
 
Mansfield-Lahm Regional Airport – The 179th Communications Flight has a decrease 
of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions. 
 
The 179th Airlift Wing loses eight C-130s as a result of the 2005 BRAC legislation. 
 
Rickenbacker International Airport – The 121st Medical Group has an increase of 
one drill position due to increased UTC requirements.  The 121st Communications 
Squadron has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked 
base communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill positions.  
 
Springfield-Beckley Municipal Airport – The 178th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
The 162nd Fighter Squadron loses 12 F-16 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the 2005 Base Realignment and Closures Commission. 
 
Toledo Express Airport – The 180th Fighter Wing converts five drill positions to AGR 
and has an increase of an additional six AGR positions due to increased funding for its 
air sovereignty alert mission.  The 180th Communications Flight has a decrease of three 
drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  
Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR and a decrease of eight drill positions.  
 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base - Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with 
the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 200 civilian 
positions.  The 591st Supply Chain Management Group has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Headquarters Air 
Force Materiel Command has an increase of 17 military and an increase of 33 civilian 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The Air Force 
Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing 
support to unit commanders.  The Aeronautical Systems Center program management 
offices have an increase of five civilian positions as a result of improved emphasis on 
Acquisitions Excellence.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of 10 
military and an increase of 24 civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of seven 
military and 264 civilian positions. 
 
The 445th Airlift Wing has a decrease of 12 AGRs and two ARTs as a result of the Airlift 
Control Flight restructure.  Total impact is a decrease of 12 AGRs and two ARTs. 
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OKLAHOMA 
 
Altus Air Force Base - The 97th Airlift Wing has an increase of 10 civilian positions as 
a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of 10 
civilian positions. 
 
The 97th Air Mobility Wing has an increase of 29 drill and nine ARTs to initiate the stand 
up of a C-17 and KC-135 classic associate Formal Training Unit.  Total impact is an 
increase of 29 drill and nine ART positions.  
 
Tinker Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 18 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 327th Aircraft Sustainment Wing has an 
increase of 13 civilian positions for program management functions.  The 420th Supply 
Chain Management Squadron has an increase of six civilian positions as a result of 
depot actions.  The 422nd Supply Chain Management Squadron has an increase of one 
civilian position as a result of depot actions.  The 423rd Supply Chain Management 
Squadron has an increase of four civilian positions as a result of depot actions.  The 
424th Supply Chain Management Squadron has an increase of two civilian positions as 
a result of depot actions.  The 448th Supply Chain Management Wing has an increase 
of seven civilian positions as a result of depot actions.  The Oklahoma City Air Logistics 
Center has an increase of 16 civilian positions as a result of depot actions.  The 424th 
Supply Chain Management Squadron has an increase of four military positions as a 
result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 448th Supply Chain 
Management Wing has an increase of one military and an increase of two civilian 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 498th Missile 
Sustainment Group has an increase of one civilian position as a result of robusting the 
Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 705th Missile Sustainment Squadron has an 
increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 707th Missile Sustainment Squadron has an increase of two civilian 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 72nd Air Base 
Wing has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 31 civilian positions.  The 
552nd Air Control Wing has an increase of 161 military positions as a result of 
increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 76th Maintenance Wing has a 
decrease of 38 military positions as a result of unit inactivation.  Other miscellaneous 
actions resulted in a decrease of one military and an increase of 17 civilian positions.  
Total impact is an increase of 130 military and 120 civilian positions. 
 
The 513th Air Control Group has a decrease of 26 drill positions as a result of workforce 
shaping.  Total impact is a decrease of 26 drill positions.  
 
Tulsa International Airport – The 138th Fighter Wing converts five drill positions to 
AGR and has an increase of an additional six AGR personnel due to increased funding 
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for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 138th Communications Flight has a decrease 
of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR and a decrease of eight drill 
positions.  
 
Vance Air Force Base - The 71st Flying Training Wing has an increase of eight civilian 
positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an 
increase of eight civilian positions.   
 
The 71st Flying Training Wing loses six T-1s for modifications and eventual move to 
support the BRAC directed Combat Systems Operator course at Pensacola NAS.  In 
addition, the Flying Training Wing loses one T-6 for adjustment to the 
production/delivery schedule. 
 
Will Rogers World Airport – Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 
2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of two civilian 
positions.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted is an increase of four military positions.  
Total impact is four military and two civilian positions.   
 
The 137th Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to 
elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is a 
decrease of three drill positions. 
 
 
OREGON 
 
Klamath Falls Airport -- The 173rd Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill 
positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total 
impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Portland International Airport -- The 142nd Fighter Wing converts five drill positions to 
AGR and has an increase of an additional six AGR personnel due to increased funding 
for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 142nd Communications Flight has a decrease 
of two drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR and a decrease of seven drill 
positions. 
 
 
PENNSYLVANIA 
 
Canonsburg City - The Air Force Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an 
increase of one civilian position. 
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Harrisburg International Airport – The 193rd Communications Squadron has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base - Willow Grove – The 111th Communications 
Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
The 103rd Fighter Squadron loses six A-10 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the 2005 Base Realignment and Closure Commission. 
 
Pittsburgh International Airport – The 171st Medical Group has an increase of one 
drill position due to increased UTC requirements.  The 171st Communications 
Squadron has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked 
base communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill positions. 
 
 
PUERTO RICO 
 
Luis Munoz Marin International Airport – The 156th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
The 156th Airlift Wing loses two C-130E aircraft due to scheduled retirement.   
 
 
RHODE ISLAND 
 
Quonset State Airport – The 143rd Communications Flight has a decrease of three 
drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  
Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions. 
 
 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
 
Charleston Air Force Base - The 437th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an 
increase of 17 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  The 437th Airlift Wing has an increase of two military positions as a result 
of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 437th Maintenance Squadron has 
an increase of four military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  The 437th Airlift Wing has an increase of 11 civilian positions as a result 
of increasing support to unit commanders.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an 
increase of five civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of 23 military and 16 
civilian positions. 
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The 315th Airlift Wing has an increase of 14 drill as a result of the Airlift Control Flight 
restructure, a decrease of 105 drill in aircraft maintenance resulting from a new 
manpower standard, decreases 45 drill and six ARTs due to rightsizing to primary 
aircraft authorizations and a decreases 79 drill and two ARTs due to a C-17 crew ratio 
reduction.  Total impact is a decrease of 215 drill and eight ART positions.  
 
The 437th Airlift Wing will temporarily gain 5 C-17s as part of their Backup Aircraft 
Inventory (BAI). Additional C-17s reflect temporary basing of aircraft received in the 
FY08 Supplemental Appropriation.  Final basing locations are yet to be determined. 
 
McEntire Joint National Guard Base – The 169th Fighter Wing has a decrease of 
eight drill positions due to unnecessary requirements for backup inventory aircraft.  The 
169th Communications Flight has decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of 
non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is decrease of 11 drill 
positions.  
 
Shaw Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 17 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 20th Fighter Wing has an increase of 109 
military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  Other 
miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of two military and a decrease of six 
civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase of 111 military and 11 civilian positions. 
 
 
 
SOUTH DAKOTA 
 
Ellsworth Air Force Base - The 28th Bomb Wing has an increase of 180 military 
positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 28th Bomb 
Wing has an increase of 12 civilian positions as a result of increasing support to unit 
commanders.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of one military and 
increase of seven civilian positions.  Total impact is an increase 179 military and 19 
civilian positions.   
 
Joe Foss Field – The 114th Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill 
positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total 
impact is a decrease of three drill positions. 
 
 
TENNESSEE 
 
Alcoa Air Guard Station - The 119th Command & Control Squadron has an increase 
of seven AGR positions to fill critical security forces validated positions.  Total impact is 
an increase of seven AGR positions.  
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Arnold Air Force Base - Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of two civilian positions.  
Total impact is an increase of two civilian positions.   
 
McGhee Tyson Air National Guard Base – The 134th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of two drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill positions.  
 
Memphis International Airport – The 164th Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Nashville City - The AF Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
Nashville International Airport - The 118th Airlift Wing has an increase of 63 civilian 
technician positions to establish an international flying training unit.  The 118th 
Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-
UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 63 civilian 
technicians and a decrease of three drill positions. 
 
 
 
TEXAS 
 
Arlington - The AF Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian position as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position.   
 
Brooks City Base – Miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of one military and a 
decrease of one civilian position.  Total impact is an increase of one military and a 
decrease of one civilian position. 
 
Dyess Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 21 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 317th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has 
an increase of 25 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of one civilian 
position.  Total impact is an increase of 25 military and 20 civilian positions.   
 
The 317th Airlift Group replaces two C-130H aircraft with two C-130Js as part of the Air 
Force’s overall C-130 recapitalization program.  These C-130Hs will be transferred to 
other bases to replace retiring C-130Es.   
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Ellington Airport – The 147th Reconnaissance Wing has an increase of five drill and 
17 civilian technician positions to meet validated MQ-1 shortfalls.  The 147th 
Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-
UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of two drill 
and 17 civilian technician positions.  
 
The 147th Reconnaissance Wing gains five MQ-1B Unmanned Aerial Vehicles in 
alignment with the Total Force Initiative.  Current Overseas Contingency Operations will 
affect a transfer of ownership from theater. 
 
Fort Bliss - The 7th Air Support Operations Squadron has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  Total impact is an increase of one 
civilian position. 
 
Fort Hood - The base has an increase of four civilian positions as a result of increasing 
support to unit commanders.  The 3rd Air Support Operations Group has an increase of 
two civilian positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  Total impact is an 
increase of six civilian positions. 
 
Goodfellow Air Force Base - The base has an increase of nine civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 17th Training Wing has an 
increase of 12 military positions as a result of bolstering Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance capabilities.  Total impact is an increase of 12 military and nine civilian 
positions.  
 
Greenville City – Miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of one military and an 
increase of one civilian position.  Total impact is a decrease of one military and an 
increase of one civilian position.    
 
Kelly Field Annex – The 149th Medical Group has an increase of one drill position due 
to increased UTC requirements.  The 149th Communications Flight has a decrease of 
four drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Lackland Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 27 civilian positions as a result 
of increasing support to unit commanders.  Contract to civilian conversions in 
accordance with the 2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 
56 civilian positions.  The Aeromedical Staging Flight has a decrease of 32 military 
positions due to mission transfer.  The 498th Nuclear Systems Group, operating 
location SA, has an increase of four civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force’s Nuclear Enterprise. Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of four 
military and an increase of 22 civilian positions.  Total impact is a decrease of 36 
military and an increase of 109 civilian positions. 
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A final basing decision is pending for the stand up of Twenty-fourth Air Force as a result 
of new and emerging missions in Cyberspace, with a projected increase of 378 military 
positions. 
 
The 433rd Airlift Wing has a decrease of eight AGRs and an increase of eight ARTs as 
a result of regionalizing C-5 isochronal inspections and has an increase of one ART as 
a result of the Airlift Control Flight restructure.  Total impact is a decrease of eight AGR 
and increase of nine ART positions.  
 
Laughlin Air Force Base - The 47th Flying Training Wing has an increase of nine 
civilian positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Other 
miscellaneous actions resulted in a decrease of four military positions.  Total impact is a 
decrease of four military and an increase of nine civilian positions.   
 
The 47th Wing loses seven T-1s for modifications and eventual move to support the 
BRAC directed Combat Systems Operator course at Pensacola NAS.  In addition, the 
47th Wing loses nine T-6s for adjustments to the production/delivery schedule. 
 
Naval Air Station Joint Reserve Base Fort Worth – The 136th Communications Flight 
has a decrease of four  drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of four drill positions.  
 
Randolph Air Force Base - The 12th Flying Training Wing has an increase of 13 
civilian positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The Acquisitions 
Office has an increase of eight civilian positions as a result of improved emphasis on 
Acquisitions Excellence.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 
National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of three civilian positions.  
Headquarters Air Education and Training Command has an increase of nine military 
positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  Other miscellaneous actions 
resulted in a decrease of 16 military and an increase of 12 civilian positions.  Total 
impact is a decrease of seven military and an increase of 36 civilians. 
 
The 12th Wing loses one T-1 for modifications and eight T-43s to support the BRAC 
directed Combat Systems Operator course closure and move to Pensacola NAS.  In 
addition, the 12th Wing loses nine T-6s for adjustments to the production/delivery 
schedule. 
 
Sheppard Air Force Base - The 82nd Training Wing has an increase of 19 civilian 
positions as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Other miscellaneous 
actions resulted in a decrease of one civilian position.  Total impact is an increase of 18 
civilian positions. 
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The 80th Wing gains 16 T-6s for adjustments for T-37 retirements and T-6 Stand-Up 
plan. 
 
 
UTAH 
 
Hill Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 12 civilian positions as a result of 
increasing support to unit commanders.  The 388th Fighter Wing has a decrease of two 
military positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 508th Aerospace 
Sustainment Wing has an increase of two military and an increase of 12 civilian 
positions as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring.  The 388th Fighter Wing has an 
increase of 45 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  The 388th Fighter Wing has a decrease of 660 military positions 
associated with the reduction of F-16s as part of the restructure plan.  The 526th 
Intercontinental Ballistic Missile Systems Group has an increase of 15 military and an 
increase of 42 civilian positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 649th Combat Logistics Support Squadron has a decrease of 144 
military and a decrease of one civilian position as a result of unit inactivation.  The 75th 
Air Base Wing has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 
2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of two civilian 
positions.  The 75th Civil Engineer Group has an increase of nine civilian positions as a 
result of depot actions.  The 75th Communications Squadron has an increase of one 
civilian position as a result of Combat Air Forces restructuring the Ogden Air Logistics 
Center/EN has an increase of four civilian positions for program management functions.  
Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an increase of six military and six civilian 
positions.  Total impact is a decrease of 737 military and an increase of 87 civilian 
positions. 
 
The 34th Fighter Squadron loses 24 F-16 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan.  
 
The 419thnd Fighter Wing has a decrease of 46 drill and 10 ARTs from a reduction of 
three Regular Component F-16 aircraft.  Total impact is a decrease of 46 drill and 10 
ART positions.  
 
Salt Lake City International Airport – The 151st Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions. 
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VERMONT 
 
Burlington International Airport – The 158th Fighter Wing converts 11 drill positions 
to AGR, due to increased funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 158th 
Communications Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-
UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR 
and a decrease of 14 drill positions. 
 
 
VIRGINIA 
 
Langley Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 18 civilian positions as a result 
of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 27th Intelligence Squadron has an 
increase of 20 military and an increase of 26 civilian positions as a result of bolstering 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  The 30th Intelligence 
Squadron has an increase of 31 military positions as a result of bolstering Intelligence, 
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  The 480th Intelligence Surveillance and 
Reconnaissance Wing has an increase of 35 civilian positions as a result of bolstering 
Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  The 497th Intelligence 
Squadron has an increase of one civilian position as a result of bolstering Intelligence, 
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  Detachment 2 of the Air Force 
Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance Agency has an increase of one military 
and an increase of three civilian positions as a result of bolstering Intelligence, 
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  The 1st Fighter Wing has an increase 
of 93 military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 
1st Fighter Wing has a decrease of 570 military and 19 civilian positions associated with 
the F-15s as part of the restructuring plan. The 1st Fighter Wing has an increase of 35 
military positions as a result of bolstering Intelligence, Surveillance, and 
Reconnaissance capabilities.  Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 
2008 National Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 42 civilian positions.  
The 735th Supply Chain Management Group has an increase of one civilian position as 
a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Other miscellaneous actions 
resulted in a decrease of nine military and an increase of 18 civilian positions.  Total 
impact is a decrease of 399 military and an increase of 125 civilian positions. 
 
The 71st Fighter Squadron loses 18 F-15 primary aircraft authorizations as a result of 
the FY10 Fighter Force Restructure Plan.  
 
A yet to be named Intelligence Squadron has an increase of  11 AGRs, 39 drill and 2 
ARTs as a result of the stand up of the Distributed Ground Systems one associate unit.  
Total impact is an increase of 11 AGRs, 39 drill and 2 ART positions. 
 
Pentagon - Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 National 
Defense Authorization Act resulted in an increase of 127 civilian positions.  The 
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Headquarters Air Force has an increase of 81 military and an increase of 25 civilian 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The Air Force 
Nuclear Weapons Center has an increase of two military and an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The Headquarters 
Air Force has an increase of 76 military and an increase of 20 civilian positions as a 
result of bolstering Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capabilities.  
Headquarters Air Force has an increase of 14 military and an increase of nine civilian 
positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  Secretary of the Air Force 
Acquisitions Office has an increase of 15 civilian positions as a result of improved 
emphasis on Acquisitions Excellence.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in an 
increase of 15 military and an increase of 19 civilian positions.  Total impact is an 
increase 188 military and 216 civilian positions. 
 
 
WASHINGTON 
 
Camp Murray – The 194th Regional Support Wing has a decrease of 19 AGR, 63 drill, 
and 16 civilian technician positions due to realignment of resources to higher priority 
ANG requirements.  The 194th Medical Group has an increase of one drill position due 
to increased UTC requirements.  Total impact is a decrease of 19 AGR, 62 drill, and 16 
civilian technicians. 
 
Fairchild Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 16 civilian positions as a result 
of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 92nd Air Refueling Wing has an 
increase of one military position as a result of increasing manning for aircraft 
maintenance.  The 92nd Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an increase of one military 
position as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 92nd 
Maintenance Group has an increase of one military position as a result of increasing 
manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 92nd Maintenance Squadron has an increase of 
eight military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  
Contract to civilian conversions in accordance with the 2008 National Defense 
Authorization Act resulted in an increase of two civilian positions.  Other miscellaneous 
actions resulted in an increase of two military and four civilian positions.  Total impact is 
an increase of 13 military and 22 civilian positions. 
 
The 141st Communications Flight has a decrease of four drill positions due to 
elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications manpower.  Total impact is a 
decrease of four drill positions.  
 
Fort Lewis - The base has an increase of one civilian position as a result of increasing 
support to unit commanders.  The 1st Air Support Operations Group has an increase of 
one civilian position as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  Other miscellaneous 
actions resulted in a decrease of two civilian positions.  Total impact is zero change.    
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McChord Air Force Base - The base has an increase of five civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 22nd Special Tactics Squadron 
has an increase of six military positions as a result of Irregular Warfare initiatives.  The 
62nd Aircraft Maintenance Squadron has an increase of 20 military positions as a result 
of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 62nd Airlift Wing has an increase 
of six military positions as a result of increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  The 
62nd Maintenance Squadron has an increase of four military positions as a result of 
increasing manning for aircraft maintenance.  Other miscellaneous actions resulted in a 
decrease of six military positions.  Total impact is an increase of 30 military and five 
civilian positions. 
 
The 446th Airlift Wing has a decrease of 13 drill and three ARTs as a result of the Airlift 
Control Flight restructure, decrease of 104 drill in aircraft maintenance resulting from a 
new manpower standard, decrease of 135 drill and 25 ARTs due to rightsizing to 
primary aircraft authorizations and decrease of 73 drill and four ARTs due to a C-17 
crew ratio reduction.  Total impact is a decrease of 325 drill and 32 ART positions. 
 
The 62nd Airlift Wing will temporarily gain 6 C-17s as part of their Backup Aircraft 
Inventory (BAI). Additional C-17s reflect temporary basing of aircraft received in the 
FY08 Supplemental Appropriation.  Final basing locations are yet to be determined. 
 
 
WEST VIRGINIA 
 
Eastern West Virginia Regional Airport – The 167th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Yeager Airport – The 130th Medical Group has an increase of one drill position due to 
increased UTC requirements.  The 130th Communications Flight has a decrease of 
three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill positions. 
 
 
WISCONSIN 
 
Truax Field/Dane County Regional Airport – The 115th Fighter Wing converts five 
drill positions to AGR and has an increase of an additional six AGR personnel due to 
increased funding for its air sovereignty alert mission.  The 115th Communications 
Flight has a decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is an increase of 11 AGR and a decrease of 8 
drill positions.  
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General Mitchell International Airport – The 128th Communications Flight has a 
decrease of three drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base 
communications manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of three drill positions.  
 
Milwaukee City - The Air Force Recruiting Service has an increase of one civilian 
position as a result of increasing support to unit commanders.  Total impact is an 
increase of one civilian position. 
 
 
WYOMING 
 
Cheyenne Regional Airport – The 153rd Communications Flight has a decrease of 
two drill positions due to elimination of non-UTC tasked base communications 
manpower.  Total impact is a decrease of two drill positions.  
 
F.E. Warren Air Force Base - The base has an increase of 13 civilian positions as a 
result of increasing support to unit commanders.  The 15th Munitions Squadron has an 
increase of 16 military and an increase of three civilian positions as a result of robusting 
the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 319th Missile Squadron has an increase of two 
military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 320th 
Missile Squadron has an increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the 
Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 321st Missile Squadron has an increase of two 
military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 37th 
Helicopter Squadron has an increase of 10 military and an increase of two civilian 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 790th Missile 
Squadron has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's 
Nuclear Enterprise.  The 90th Ground Combat Training Squadron has an increase of 11 
military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 90th 
Maintenance Group has an increase of one military position as a result of robusting the 
Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 90th Missile Maintenance Squadron has an 
increase of 17 military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 90th Missile Squadron has an increase of one military position as a 
result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 90th Missile Wing has an 
increase of two military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 90th Maintenance Operations Squadron has an increase of six military 
positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 90th 
Operations Support Squadron has an increase of three military positions as a result of 
robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 90th Operations Group has an 
increase of one military position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear 
Enterprise.  The 90th Security Support Squadron has an increase of one military 
position as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 90th Security 
Forces Group has an increase of 47 military positions as a result of robusting the Air 
Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 90th Security Forces Squadron has an increase of 50 
military positions as a result of robusting the Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  The 
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Twentieth Air Force has an increase of five military positions as a result of robusting the 
Air Force's Nuclear Enterprise.  Other miscellaneous actions result in an increase of one 
military position.  Total impact is an increase of 179 military and 18 civilian positions. 


